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1. Introduction. We remove m balls of radius aim with centeres
{wV0}?.! from a bounded domain Ω, in R3. If m balls are dispersed in a
specific configuration as m-+ooy we give a precise asymptotic behaviour of the

k-th eigenvalue of the Laplacian in Ω\m balls under the Dirichlet condition on
its boundary. We use perturbational calculation concerning the Green function
of the Laplacian to obtain our theorem. The present work is closely related
with Kac [2], Rauch-Taylor [6], Huruslov-Marchenko [3], Papanicolaou-
Varadhan [5] and Ozawa [4].

Let Ω be a bounded domain in R3 with smooth boundary γ. Let w(m)
be a set of m points w(m\ •••, α4m) in Ω. Let ΰ(£; w) be the ball defined by

\ w)= {#eJS3; \x— w\<8}. Let 0<μ1(6 w(m))< μ2(£; w(nί)}<— be the

eigenvalues of —Δ(=—divgrad) in Ωε>w(w)=Ω\Uβ(β; ̂ m)) under the Dirichlet

condition on its boundary 3ΩgfW(w). We arrange them repeatedly according to
their multiplicities.

To state our Theorem we need some assumptions on a distribution of
w(m) as m-*oo. A sequence satisfying the following conditions (C— 1), (C— 2)
is said to be of class O and is written as {w(m)}m=ι^O.
(C-l) There exists a constant (?>0 independent of m such that

I w^-wW I > CWr1'3

dist (w(

r

w), 7) > £w-1/3 ( 1 < r < m)

(C-2) Fix jί>e(0, 1]. Then, there exists a constant (7̂  independent of /, m
such that

-Σ/K 0)- ( /W^)^
#Z r = l J Q

(1.1)

holds for any/eC^Π) as m-*oo. Moreover
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max
y

- Σ GH"}, toγ>)fW>)- G(y, w(rW(y)f(y)dy
Ω

where G(x,y) denotes the Green function of the Laplacian in Ω under the
Dirichlet condition on γ, that is, it satisfies

ΔxG(x, y) = -δ(*-oO *,

G(Λ?,j) = 0

EXAMPLE. If F(*)=(volume of Ω)"1 and

{w^}?-! = (Ω\{#; dist(#, 7<CW"1/3}))n (the cubic lattice points

in R3/(ωm^Zγ) , (for suitable ω)

then it is easily seen that {w(m)}m-ι^O.

We are now in a position to state the following:

Theorem. Suppose that {w(m)} S_i e 0 and # >0. Then

(1.2) μk(a/m; w(m)) =

' £y ^n arbitrary fixed positive number. Here μί denotes

the k-th eigenvalue of — Δ+4πaV(x) in Ω under the Dirichlet condition on 7.

We here explain the main idea of our proof of Theorem. Let Gm(x> y w(m))
be the Green function of the Laplacian in ΩΛ/W>M; under the Dirichlet condition
on its boundary. It should be noticed that ΩΛ/W>M, may not be connected,

however we only treat the case where it is connected owing to the conditions

(C-l), (C-2). Gm(x, y ιo(m)) satisfies

ΔΛGW(#, y\ w(m)) = —8(x—y) x,

Gm(xy y\ w(m)) = 0

Hereafter we abbreviate w(Γ^ as w{ for the sake of simplicity. We put

(1.3) hm(x,y;v>(m)) =

G(x, y)+ Σ (~4πa/m)s Σω G(x9 w^G(^ wiz)

Here the indicies (il9 •••, is) in Σ(s) run over all 1<*Ί, •••, is<m satisfying ίΊΦί^
ί"2Φί*3, •••, ίs_ιφi5. This is a good approximation of Gw when a is small enough.

For general or, we modify (1.3) to get a nice approximation. It should be
remarked that hm(x,y\ w(m)) tends to
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(1.4) G(x,y)~4πa( G(x, z)V(z)G(z, y)dz
JΩ

+(4*α)2 \ G(x, Zl)V(Sl)G(Zl, z2)V(z2)G(z,, y)dz-
JQ

as m—*oo, if a is small enough. We see that (1.4) is equal to the Green func-
tion of Δ— 4πaV(x), if a is small. Along this line, we can prove that
μk(a\m\ w(m))-+μl. Of course, we need rigorous step to prove the remainder
estimate in (1.2).

We make historical remarks. There are some related papers. Under
slightly different situation from above Kac [2], Rauch-Taylor [6] treated a
probabilistic problem concerning μk(a/m w(m)} when m-+ oo . In their notes
the convergence

in probability when we consider w(m) as a random variable in a probability
space which is the countable product of a probability space Ω with the prob-
ability measure V(x)dx, was given. Their studies depend on a probabilistic
argument using the theoiy and a notion of Wiener sausage. Our Theorem is
different from theirs in the point that the statement of Theorem is concerning
a deterministic result. In [3], various boundary value problem in a region
with many small obstacles is treated by potential theoretic approach using the
notion of capacity of sets. In a suggestive paper Papanicolaou-Varadhan [5]
studied the diffusion problem in a region with small holes by using probabil-
istic method and got both deterministic and probabilistic results. Here the
author emphasize that our method is based on a perturbational calculus using
the Green function under singular variation of domains (removing holes) and
that this method is new as far as the author concerns. Our method enables us
to get an error estimate 0(ws~1/6) in (1.2) which also seems to be new.

We make another remark. When m= l,hm reduces to the integral kernel
function hζ(x,y) on p. 771 of Ozawa [4]. By using this integral kernel func-
tion, we gave an asymptotic formula for the eigenvalues of the Laplacian under
singular variation of domains. See [4]. For any l<m<oo) we can also prove
an asymptotic formula for eigenvalues by using hm. Thus we can say that
hm is a nice asymptotic Green function for all m— 1, 2, •••, oo.

2. Decomposition of the integral kernel function hm

From now on we abbreviate ΩΛ/m>tt, as Ωw. Also B(a\m, wr) is written as
Brl if there is no fear of confusion. We have the following:

Lemma 1. Suppose that u&C°°(Ωw) satisfies
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Δu(x) = 0

u(x) = 0

max {\u(x) I x&dB,} = Mr(m) r = 1, •••, m.

fa a constant C independent of {w(m)} e O such that

I u(x) I < C(α/ιιι) Σ I *~«V I -lMr(nί)

holds for any x&Ωw.

Proof. See Lemma 6 in [4]. q.e.d.

Now we introduce some integral operators Gm, Hmί G. We put

(Gmf) (x) = \ Gm(x, y\ w(m})f(y}dy
JQW

(Hmf) (x) = ( hm(x9 y w(m))f(y)dy

and

(Gg) (x) = JQ G(x, y)g(y)dy

We put κ= sup — max T] G(wh wr). Then /c< oo, by (C-2). The aim of thism m i ι^r£m

r*i

section is to prove the following:

Proposition 1. Assume that {w(m)}^=1^O. Fix an arbitrary β'X).
Then there exists a constant C^ independent of m such that

(2.1) \\Gm~Hm\\

where qmΛ=l+( Σ (47ra)s(4^+l)a^-1)+m(4^/i)>M holds. Here
l<ί^m-l

denotes the operator norm of a bounded operator T on L2(ΩW).

Firstly we state the following obvious lemma.

Lemma 2. Put Qm=Gm-Hm. Then

ΔQmfW = 0 *<ΞΩW

Qmf(x) - 0 x(Ξ7

holds for any f e C^(Ω,W) .

The following Lemma 3 is a crucial step to prove Proposition 1.

Lemma 3. Assume that {w(m)} eCλ Fix an arbitrary p>3. Then
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f j max I Qmf(x) \ < Cpqm<Λ\\f\ \LP(QW)r =\ *€=9/ϊ

holds for a constant Cp independent of m and for

Before we begin our proof of Lemma 3, we give a proof of Proposition 1

assuming Lemma 3. Using Lemmas 1, 2, 3 we get

(2.2) \\Q

for a constant Cp independent of m. Since

Qmίi(x)ΰ{x)dx - u(x)Qmv(x)dx ,
JQ«,

for any u, v^Co>(Ω,w)ί we have

»qmtΛ (p>3)

where p'= (1 — (l/^))'1. We see that £>3 and pf<(3β). Thus, by the inter-

polation theorem we get the same bound for HQJIz,2^) as in (2.2). We can
take ^>>3 sufficiently close enough to 3 and we get Proposition 1.

To show Lemma 3 we use the following decomposition (2.3) of Hmf. We
put

- Σ G(X,wiι)G(w{ι,wi2).. G(wis_ι,wi,)(Gf)(wίs)
ίιΦr,t2Φίι>
— ,t',Φt,-ι

-(4πalm) Σ G(̂ , wr)G(wr, wy2)-G(wΛ, wy.+1) (G/) (Wy f+ι) .*

Then, it is easy to see that

(2.3) (Hmf)(x)

x, a,) (Gf) («Γ)

G(X, ail)G(U m_^ «{J(βf) (Wj J

Since G(̂ ,

Therefore,

(2.4)

where

)— (4τr|Λ:

G(x, wr) I

(/;/) (*) I x&Br = (L r f ) (*) I

, we have

*, wr) I Λe9

*) I
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(2.5) (L',f)(x)\M

= Σ (G(x, «,,)- G(wr, α>, , ))GK, , wώ G(υ>lt_ίt wis) (Gf) (a,,)
*ιΦr,ι2Φiι,
— fίίΦί,-!

and

(#?/)(*) I ,,„,

= (-4wα/«) Σ 5(«, »,)<?(«„ wO-GK.,, «><.) (G/) (rou
ιΊΦr,f'2Φfι,
—»*'*Φt',-ι

We have the following:

Lemma 4. Assume that {w(m)} e 0. Γλew, ίλere ixύfc a constant C
independent of m such that

where

Dri = max I G(x, wt) — G(wr, w^ \ .
*G<)Br

Proof. We fix r0 and we assume that wro is contained in T8—
dist (x, 7) < 6} . Let ^0 be the unique point on γ such that dist (wr^ 7)=
dist (wro, ar).

Firstly, we examine Z)r , in the following case:

(2.6) max (dist (wro, wr) , dist (w,, wr)) < 28 .

By (2.6) we see x, wr^ wrί wi^B(S8ί ZQ). We assume that γ Γ\B(5ε, z0) is flat,
that is,

(2.7) 7 Π B(S6, *0) C {(*!, *2, *3) eΛ3; ̂  = 0} .

Also we assume that ΩΠβ(5f, ^o)^ {(^i> X2> ^3)^Λ3; Λ?!>0}. It is easily seen
that the assumption (2.7) is by no means restrictive to estimate Dr { in the case
(2.6), since we can use local diffeomorphism, local parametrix, ..., etc. Let

#=(#!, *2, *3), y=(yι,y2,y3) be points in B(5ε , *p). Now we put

Gb(x, y) =

Then

L(x,y) - G(x9y)-G0(x,y)+G>(x,y)<=C-((CinB(569 arc)) X

It is easy to see that

max \G0(x, «;,-)

—W ZOr—
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Here we used (C-l). Let %—(-—Xι, x2> #3) be the point of reflection of x with
respect to the boundary. Then,

max \Gb(x, «;,-)—G4(wr, w{)\

= max

It is easy to see that \L(x, wf )—L(wr9 w^\ <C'am~l. In summing up these
facts, we get

(2.8) Drti<C"am-\ )»,-», \ ~2+l),

if (2.6) holds. We also have (2.8) when dist (av0, w,)<2ε and dist (a;,, wr)>2£.
Thus,

ίΦ»

holds for a constant C independent of m, wr satisfying dist (wry zuro) < 28. Notice
that γε is covered by a finite number of open balls which are written as B(2ε, wrj)
for some wrj e γε. Therefore we get

ΣΣi
«fre γf ί=ι

By a similar argument as above we see that

does not exceed Cι<xm. We complete our proof of Lemma 4. q.e.d.

As a consequence of Lemma 4 we get the following;

Lemma 5. Assume that {w(m)} &O. Then

(2.9) SVα/fw)1 Σ max \L'rf(x) \ <

for any fixed p>Ί>β. Here Cx is a constant independent of m.

Proof. By the Sobolev embedding theorem we see that

sup I (Gf) (x) I <C0||yiUΩtt() (/eC9"(ΩJ) .
x€!ίΩ
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Therefore, we have (2.9) using Lemma 4. q.e.d.
We put

Pm = Σ Σ max I S(x, wr) \ G(wry ut) .

Then we have the following:

Lemma 6. Assume that {w(m)}&O. Then Pm<Cm2 holds for a con-
slant C independent of m.

Proof. From (C-2) we get

max — Σ G(wrJWi) — (^V^(^\ <rr*n-w
m

Therefore

(2.10) Pm<m Σ max | S(x, wr) \ (GV) (zvr)+Cm2/3 Σ max | S(x, wr) |.

We again use γf to estimate (2.10). It is easy to see that

^Σ max \S(xy wr)\<C2

holds for some constant C2 independent of {w(nϊ)} e<3. Let wfQ9 %& G0(x,y), •••
be as before. We also assume, and it suffices to assume that 7 Π B(56, %0) is
flat. For the case Br Π Ύ s Φφ, we see that

(2.11) max | S(x, wr) \ < max | Gb(x, wr] \ + max \L(x, wr) \

<C3(d(wryΎ)ylJrC(alni).

Here we used (C-l) to estimate max \Gb\. By (2.11) and (C-l) we get

Σ max I S(x, wr) \ <C4m
4'3.

Therefore the second term in the right hand side of (2.10) does not exceed Cm2.
We here want to estimate the first term of (2.10). We see that

(2.12) I Gf(wr) I = I G/(wr)-<?/(*,) | <C||G/||cl(Ω) dist (to, γ)

3u> dist (wr, 7)

for a fixed ^>>3. Combining with (2.11) and (2.12) we see that the first term
in the right hand side of (2.10) does not exceed Cm2. We have the desired
estimate. q.e.d.
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As an easy consequence of Lemma 6 we get the following:

Lemma 7. Assume that {w(m)} &O. Then

(2.13) ( 4 * a / m ) ' m a x \Wf(x)\
r = ι *€ΞdB * — !

(/eC0"(Ωw)

holds for any fixed />>3. Here C2 is a constant independent of m.

Proof of Lemma 3. Since we have Lemmas 5, 7, we have only to estimate

(2.14) Σ max | (Gf) (x)-(4πcclm)G(x, «,,) (Gf) (wr) \
r = 1 *€=<)Zϊ_

and

(2.15) Σr (the forth term in (2.3)) .

It is easy to see that (2.14) does not exceed

(2.16) max | Gf(x)- Gf(wr) \ +C'(α/m) Σ max | S(x, wr) \ \ Gf(w,) \ .
*e=9.sr r±=ι *e=8Br

By (2.11), (2.12) we see that the second in (2.16) does not exceed

(2.16) C"α||/HL,cQ!,) (/>>3,/eC0~(Ωw)) .

The first term in (2.16) also does not exceed (2.17). We see that

I (2.15) I ̂ Cm(*πaK)m\\f\\Lp(au> (p>3/2, /eC0"(ΩJ) .

In summing up these facts we get Lemma 3. q.e.d.

3. Proof of Theorem

Let {φk(χ)}^ι be an orthonomal basis of L2(Ω) consisting of eigenfunc-

tions of — Δ+4πaV(x) under the Dirichlet condition on 7. Let Hm be the
integral operator given by

(Hmf)(x) = Q hm (x, y, w(m)}f(y}dy

Then it is easy to see that gm(x) = XQw(Hmφk) (x) - Hm(XQtvφk) (x)) =

XQw(Hm(X>Qw<Pk))(x) satisfies Δgm(x)=Q for x^Ω,w and^w(Λ:)=0 for x^j, where

XQw (resp. %QW) denotes the characteristic function on Ωw (resp. Ω\Ω,W. By a
m

simple consideration we see that βmfW(m)= Σ {max |^W(Λ?)| \x^QBr} does not
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exceed the term which is given by replacing/ in Lemma 3 by %0|<,9?A. We put
p=4. By Lemma 1 we get the following:

Lemma 8. Assume that {w(m}} e(9. Fix k. Then

(3.1) II*ΩWI^-^

holds for a constant C independent of m.

We have the following:

Lemma 9. Assume that {w(nί)}^O. Fix k. Then, there exist constants
C and Cς' independent of m such that

(3.2) ll(£«-(/*r)->JlΛoj^

holds, where

Proof.

Lm(wip; ψ) = -1
W l

ί

By (1.3) we get

(3.3) μϊ(Hmφk) (x) = Hm(4πaVφk) (X)-HM(Δφk) (x)

where

,,; φk)) , -
~

-D G(x, wJG^, w(t) - Giw,,,.,, Wi..,)̂ *,..,; 9>*

v K).'2) "' ^(wi..,, w,J (QVφt) («, J

for x€ΞdBr. We rearrange them as follows: Wre put

Γi,r(*) ='/Zi(jc)

Ti.r(x) = m\-

X
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2,

)m Σ G(x, «gGK, «g - G(wim^ wim^)L(wim_l9 <pk]

Then Rs

m(x) = Σ ̂ .r(^) for any r=l, -, w .

By (C-2) we see that | L(wip, <pk) \ ^Cm~1/3||^||ci(Q). Then, by the same argu-
ment as before we have

(3.4) Σ Σ max| Ti.r(x) \ <ZC*πan?'*qm,Λ

Γ:rΛ*)|£q4*α*)"«-1ιιιVs.

It is easy to see that

(3.5) max | Tί.,(*) |

Here we used the following fact to get (3.5)

max

We see that 2 Rs

m(x) is harmonic in Ωw and is zero on γ. Thus, by Lem-
ma 1 we get

(3.6) IIΣ

T*m.r(x))-Rl

m(x) \
* e J r *=ι

max(|Σ Π.r(^)| +m2(4^«/m)3| |G(^,a;r)| \Lm(wr,φk)\)
\ *e35r *'=2

x I T'm,,(x)
r=l ί=2 *<=f l r

By (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6), we have

(3.7) llΣ^IL

We now want to estimate H/^il^ία >. We have
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where

i- Σ (G2Vφk) (wίfrfro,)- ( (GVφk) (xtfdx
m »=ι JQ

\_
m

Here G(2)(,κ, _y) is given by

*, ;>>)=( G(*,
Jo

It is well known that G(2)(#, y) has the diagonal singularity of the type | x— -y \ ,
thus,

for any fixed 0<jf><l. Therefore, by (C-2) we have

X2(
m) ^ C max

1

By (C-2) we have X1(w)<Cw~~1/3. In summing up these facts we see that
there exists a constant C8/>0 independent of m such that

(3.8) \\R}n\\L*(^Ct,m*'-^

holds for any fixed £'>0. We sum up (3.3), (3.7), (3.8) we get the desired
result. q.e.d.

By Proposition 1, Lemmas 8, 9 we have the following:

Lemma 10. Assume that {w(m)}^O and a satisfies 4πa/c<l/2. Fix h.
Then

(3.9) ll(G,-(^)->AlL2(Ω,)<C8^-(W (£'>0)

holds jar a constant Cg/ independent of m.

We have the following:

Lemma 11. Assume that {w(m)} e£? and a satisfies 4 π<χκ<l/2. Then

as

Proof. Notice that
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dx

l/2a m
ΣJG(*.«Ίί-1

Since 4τrtf/e<l/2, we get

lim ( ( dx\\ hm(x, y w(nι)) | 2rfy Y* - 0 . q.e.d.
W->00 \jQ\Qy, JQ /

Lemma 12. Suppose that a satisfies 4τrα max(||£rI/|L2(Ω)> ^)

denotes the operator given by

Proof. We fix w, e;eL2(Ω). We estimate

- Σ(3) (Cn) K)GKV w<t)G(w<t, w,0 (ίfe

where

m

X ί - Σ G(«4l, w£ (Gv) (wi3)-(GVGv) (wi2)\\
i m ι<*i$<m ) J

j (^ V* (GιΛ(w>\l T1 Cϊ(vn 7i
j 2\ ) — ' ' \ / \ H / i . J ^^\ * ι >

m

We have

Thus

IK«-sΣ(s) —

Similarly,
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ll(«- Σω '• )-

and

In summing up these facts, we get

(-4;rα)W

We complete the proof of Lemma 12. q.e.d.

Now we are in a final step to prove our Theorem. We use the following:

Lemma 13 (Lemma 2 in [4]). Let X be a Hilbert space over C with the
inner product ( , ) and the norm || ||. Let E be a compact self -adjoint operator in
X. We fix τe/2\{0}. Assume that there are tyj^X, j= 1, — , N satisfying
\\(E-T)Yj\<6, ||ψy|| = l, and |(ψy, ψ4)| <(2N)~2 for jφk. Then there are at
least N eigenvalues τf> /=!, •• ,ΛΓ o/ £, counted by multiplicity, satisfying

Proof of Theorem. Firstly we treat the case where a satisfies 4τr<2 max
(\\GV\\ι2(&> *)<l/2. Let Z=mult(^iΓ) denote the multiplicity of μl. Let
9? ,̂ •••, 9?Γ+z-ι be an orthonomal basis of the eigenspace of — Δ-\-4πaV associ-
ated with φl. We know that

(3.10) Um(^^)ΛQ.) = 8ί.

Using Lemma 10 we see that there exists at least mult(μΓ) eigenvalues
μ£(m)~1< <μjίi+z-ι(ιn)~l of Gmy counted by multiplicities, satisfying

(3.10) \μ?+j(m)-μ

Here Z>Z.
It should be remarked that we restrict ourselves to the case where ί\ is

connected, since we suppose that {w(m)}^O. Let Φΐ+j(x) be the normalized
eigenfunction of Gm satisfying

(Gm-μf+j(m)-l)Φΐ+j = 0 .

And let <£?+/(#) be an extension of Φ™(x) putting zero on Ω\ΠW. By Pro-
position 1, Lemmas 11, 12 we have
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lim ιiία.-uf+,(mrι)Φr+ίιiΛo) = o.

Since we have (3.10) and (Φ?+/, ΦΓ+Λ)jr2<o)=δ}, (j> A=°» '"> ^— l)ι we see that

there exists at least Z-dimensional eigenspace of H» whose eigenvalues is μl.
Thus, Z<Z. As a consequence of these facts we get Theorem under the assump-
tion on a.

We now give a proof of Theorem for general α.Fix a. Let λ>0 be a
sufficiently large number such that the Green function Gλ(x, y) and the Green
operator £rλ=(— Δ+λ)""1 of Δ— λ under the Dirichlet condition satisfies

(4τrα)max
3

and

respectively. It is well known that such a exists. Using such X we discuss

everything by changing Δ to Δ— λ, and we get Theoiem q.e.d.
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